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AUDIO



NAT FULL

(nat full)
'rochambeau, Rochambeau...'
EXT. SCHOOL

(narrator track)
kids call this rochambeau.
NAT FULL CG - DARIUS RASCOE         8TH GRADE

(sot darius rascoe)
'Rochambeau is like, rock, paper, scissors, but it's in a different way of saying rock, paper, scissors.'
NAT FULL 'RO' DEMO

(nat full)
'Rochambeau'
HOLDING VIDEOCG BANNER - BULLYING                           AWARENESS

(narrator track)
one cool tool of schoolhouse justice.
SOT BEVERLY COE (COVER TOP)

(SOT BEVERLY COE)
'So they do that, kinda with their fists and stuff, and it solves the debate.'
SOT BEVERLY COECG - BEVERLY COE         4TH GRADE TEACHER

(SOT BEVERLY COE)
' ... how to handle it on an appropriate basis, versus like an argument or backtalking or even a fight would break out...'
NAT FULL

(nat full)
'leaping high five'
NAT FULL - GIRL AT PODIUMCG - DANIA ALLGOOD         8TH GRADECOVER W/KIDS CUTS IN AUDIENCE

(nat full girl @ podium)
'There are five types of bullying, which are physical, verbal, social alienation, intimidation, and cyber-bullying.'
SCHOOL EXT.S & KIDS APPLAUSECG - LAKELAND ES/MS         BALTIMORE, MD

(narrator track)
at lakeland elementary/middle, the kids LEARN THE MEANness OF BULLYING.


AND some ways to cope.
SOT JOHN BRICECG - JOHN BRICE         EXEC. DIR., STUDENT SUPPORT & SAFETY, BALTIMORE SCHOOLS

(sot john brice)
'Just talking with young people about how they interact with each other, making sure that they understand the three 'r's, which they are practicing here, being responsible, being respectful, being ready...'
VIDEO OF KIDS WATCHING

(narrator track)
ready to learn.
NAT FULL NANCY GRASMICK 1148CG - NANCY S. GRASMICK         MD SCHOOLS SUP'T.

(NAT FULL)
'and I'm excited to know that those 8th graders leaving this school really know...
NAT FULL NANCY GRASMICK

(nat full nancy grasmick)
'what they would do...'
NAT FULL NANCY GRASMICK

(nat full nancy grasmick)
'if anyone bullies them...'
AUDIENCE FROM RIGHT SIDE

(narrator track)
schools superintendent nancy grasmick joins forces with first lady katie o'malley ... who has adopted the anti-bullying campaign as her own.
NAT FULL  KATIE O'MALLEY

(nat full katie o'malley)
'I'm sure everyone in the room knows what a bully is -- doncha? 


(KIds) 'yeeessss.'


'Alright.'
SOT KATIE O'MALLEYCG - CATHERINE CURRAN O'MALLEY         FIRST LADY OF MARYLAND

(sot katie o'malley)
'We've all seen sadly across the nation, there have been a number of kids who have actually taken their own lives as a result of being tormented, harrassed and bullied. 
SOT KATIE O'MALLEY

(SOT KATIE O'MALLEY)
'And I just think it's about time we put a stop to it.'
POSTER W/KIDS

(narrator track)
from south baltimore, this is msde tv.

